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“Zigzag Mod. 2” Challenge 
 
Objective:  
This is a timed event. The goal of this challenge is to move from one shooting position to the next. Starting at the 40-yard 
line with 3 orange marking cones on the ground, when the competitor is staged and ready (pistol loaded and holstered), 
they will check with the timekeeper and make sure the timekeeper is ready. Once the timekeeper is set, the competitor 
will say “standby…GO” and begin the drill (time starts on GO). The competitor will retrieve their 3 orange marking cones 
from the ground and run to the 10-yard line (left of center), placing 1 orange marking cone on the opposite side of the 
range, but in line with the green marking cone. Once the competitor has placed their orange marking cone, they will then 
run to the green marking cone online with them, face their target and draw their pistol from the holster and engage the 
8” steel target (orange) with 1 round. The weapon should go into slide lock following that shot, at which point the 
competitor will perform a combat reload, holster, pick up their remaining orange marking cones and run the 15-yard line 
(right of center) placing 1 orange marking cone on the opposite side of the range, but in line with the green marking cone. 
Once the competitor has placed their orange marking cone, they will then run to the green marking cone online with them, 
face their target and draw their pistol from the holster and engage the 10” steel target (green) with 1 round. The weapon 
should go into slide lock following that shot, at which point the competitor will perform a combat reload, holster, pick up 
their last orange marking cone and run the 20-yard line (left of center) placing 1 orange marking cone on the opposite side 
of the range, but in line with the green marking cone. Once the competitor has placed their orange marking cone, they will 
then run to the green marking cone online with them, face their target and draw their pistol from the holster and engage 
the silhouette steel target (pink) with 1 round. The time stops once the competitor gets a hit (ding) on their last target. To 
successfully pass this challenge, the competitor and the challenger(s) must complete the tasks in the allotted time frame. 
 
IMPORTANT: Range Preparation - using 3 green marking cones, place 1 on the left side of the center 10-yard line range cone 
(approximately 10 feet), 1 on the right side of the center 15-yard line range cone (approximately 10 feet), and 1 on the left side of 
the center 20-yard line range cone (approximately 10 feet).   
 
Tasks: 
Moving, cone placement, reloading, hit (ding) on each target, and beat the clock   
 
Distance:  
Moving, starting at the 40-yard line to the 10-yard line and working back to the 20-yard line 
 
Loadout: 
3 magazines with 1 live round in each magazine 
 
Time: 
45 seconds 
 
Targets: 
1:  8” steel plate (orange) 
2:  10” steel plate (green) 
3:  Silhouette steel plate (pink) 
 
Skills Strengthened: 
Problem solving and combat reloads 


